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New tuition funds reallocated to technological upgrades
by Candice Davis
Managing Editor

Two weeks after it decided to
raise tuition, a student/faculty com
mittee has changed its collective
mind on how to spend the money
from next year’s increase.
Thursday, October 24, Univer
sity President Adam Herbert re
jected the group’s recommendation
to allocate part of the funds to the

105 computer workstations in the
student lab. Another $20,000 will
purchase network software, wiring,
and printers. Computer labs in the
various colleges will benefit from
improvements that cost $30,000.
The remaining $83,631 will create
positions for two new full-time student lab support specialists and two
additional student assistants.
Dr. Roland Buck, vice presi

“The Academic Resource Center is
important, but we're benefitting more
students by upgrading our technology."
— Paul Higbee, professor and
committee member
Academic Resource Center
(ARC). Herbert requested, instead,
that theover$280,000 earned from
the increase be used solely to up
grade and supplement the
university’s computer technology
and support services. The differen
tial tuition allocation committee
accepted Herbert’s proposal, 7-0,
with one member abstaining.
Under the new proposal,
$150,000 will upgrade 75 of the

dent of Student Affairs, assisted
Dr. Herbert inhis decision to reject
the proposal for funding the ARC,
a campus department that provides
tutoring and academic support.
"The President and I had a con
ference and said, The main pur
pose of the legislation is to have a
major impact in areas that directly
affect the majority of students. "The
AcademicResourceCenterdoesn’t
have as large of an impact as the

technology does, so we think the
funds should go to upgrade technology.”
Herbert’s opposition to funding the ARC from tuition-gener
ated funds does not leave the orga
nization out in the cold; it will
continue to receive financial support from the Activities and Ser
vices fee distributed by the Student
Government Association. Addi
tionally, under the new plan, the
ARC will receive close to $40,000
for refurbishing its own equipment
over the next few years.
Some committee members ex
pressed surprise at Herbert’s rejec
tion of their original proposal, but
said they agreed with his reasoning
and purpose.
“I thought his decision was ap
propriate,’’said Paul Higbee, acommittee member and a professor in
the College of Computer Science
and Engineering. "The Academic
Resource Center is important, but
we’re benefitting more students by
upgrading our technology.”
“I was not upset by [Dr.
Herbert’s] decision,” said Kerry
Heyward, Student Government
President and committee chair.
“UNF lags behind other state

schools in regard to technology, so
it will be fantastic to have updated
technology that every student can
use.”
Student senator Anthony Williams, who proposed the plan originally adopted by the committee
and overturned by Herbert, said he
abstained from voting because he
still feels the funds should be used
for academic support services.
“Even in light of the
committee’s change of heart,
though,” said Williams, “the most
important aspect of my original
proposal remained intact. The

amount of increase [the committee
adopted], 3% for undergrads and
1.3% for graduate students, is still
less than the administration’s pro
posal of 5%. [The adopted plan]
saved the student body over
$200,000 next year.”
While the legislation specifi
cally mandates the funds from the
increase be used “to implement
plans [to reduce] the time neces
sary for graduation,” some said
they’re not sure if the technology
upgrades will help fulfill that goal.

continued on pg.2

Total funds
from increase:
$283,631

Book thief poses as textbook buyer, targets College of Health
by R1ma Driggers and John Meeks
Staff writer and News Editor

Dr. Martha Rader found herself entering
a crime scene. Over the weekend, someone
broke the locks of offices in the College of
Health and stole several books valued up to
$72 each. Several hundred dollars worth of
books were missing from her office alone.
The suspect is still at large.
The campus burglaries were reported to
the University Police Department. Now,
the FBI and other victimized schools are on
the trail of bogus book buyers in Alabama,
Georgia, and Florida.
Several schools from the three states
were also victimized. Representatives from
schools, including Armstrong College, Geor-

gia Southern, and the Universtiy of West
Florida as well as UNF will be meeting in
Savannah on Novemer 3 to compare infor
mation. The FBI, Florida Department of
Law Enforcement and Georgia Bureau of
Investigation will also be present.
The forced-entry used in all three cases
suggested that the crimes were related; the
break-ins at the other schools are identical
to the UNF incident.
“We’re going to have to find out what’s
gathered...see what they have for a case,”
said Lt. Wayne Johnson of the UPD. What
ever school has the most solid information
on the suspect will take up the case, said
Johnson. Currently, there is no description
of a suspect.

Johnson said evidence includes “10 or 12
items from Building 2.” The FDLE crime lab
is studying those items.
Lt. Johnson said that the burglars posed
as book buyers to get a closer look at each
campus. By using this disguise, the fraudu
lent book buyer approached faculty about
buying textbooks. After surveying the
professor’s office, the buyer quoted an outra
geous price, expecting rejection. By this
time, the burglar was familiar with the lay
out of the office and knew where the desired
books were located.
Lt. Johnson said the FBI does have leads.
Solid, physical evidence is needed for pros
ecution. Evidence taken from the UNF
crime scene was sent to the Florida State

Law Enforcement Crime Lab for further
inspection. The FBI does have evidence
that provides clues to the burglar’s identity.
Fingerprints and hair samples were taken at
the scene.
In order to bring all of the facts and ideas
together, investigators from each of the vic
timized schools are meeting later this month
in Savannah. All gathered information will
be dispersed and made available in one cen
tral location.
The stolen books are “a nuisance,” said
Rader, Director of the Physical Therapy
Program. She said that students asking for
routine information find themselves at a

continued on pg. 3

Controversial rapper Ice Cube scheduled for Nest Fest
Editor's Note: This article contains explicit mate

rial which may offend some readers.

by Brook Borowy
Staff writer

Rap artists Ice Cube will take the stage at
the Arena on Saturday, November 19. Also
performing will Lench Mob member K-Dee
and Onyx (most famous for last year’s hit
single “Slam.”) Events coordinator Norma
Brizzi promises a spectacular show, complete
with laser and strobe lights, smoke machines,
and special effects. Not everyone, however,
is anticipating a positive experience.
With songs like “Get Off My Dick and
Tell Yo Bitch to Come Here” (from his
album “Kill at Will”) and “Wrong Nigga to
Fuck Wit” (from “Death Certificate”), fea

turing lyrics that glorify the use of “AKs”
(meaning AK-47 assault rifles) and “nines”
(9 mm pistols), devalue women with mes
sages like “Women, You Can Rot” (as in the
previously-mentioned song), and that jus
tify homicide by portraying the black man as
a victim of “the system” (such as in “The
Product”), Ice Cube is not for the weak at
heart. In fact, rumors abound that the stu
dent Senate itself was divided as to whether
or not Ice Cube should be invited to play on
campus.
Neither the Women’sCenter or theCampus Ministry have adopted an “official policy”
on the matter.
Campus Ministry’s Reverend Bill Stroup
did say he and his colleagues feel that atten
dance of the show would be “counterproduc

tive for a college student whose goal is to
expand his or her mind.” Stroup was quick
to point out, though, that the Campus Min
istry does not feel that they are in a position
to pass judgement on those who feel that
going to the show would be worthwhile.
“You’re never going to make everyone
happy,” said Brizzi, who explained, "What
[the Student Programming Board] tries to do
is select from a wide range of diverse enter
tainers.” This being the case, she feels Ice
Cube is a good follow-up to this semester’s
first concert, the alternative/punk band
Green Day.
Brizzi also expects little trouble from the
audience at the upcoming concert. She feels
confident of this both because of her experi
ence as a self-described “avid concert goer”

and because of the security stipulations speci
fied in the contract she received from Ice
Cube’s staff. The contract requires the use
of metal detectors and pat-searches at the
door of any Ice Cube performance. Brizzi
cited Ice Cube’s show at last year’s Florida
A&M homecoming as an example of a
performance unmarred by incident of vio
lence or injury.
The show was, in fact, free of “violence
of any sort,” according to an associate of
Student Activities at FAMU who identi
fied himself simply as “Coleman.” Coleman
also said, however, that Ice Cube’s set was
cut short because the rapper refused to con
fine his content to limits which the univer
sity set for him.
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Nationally, tuition hikes are shrinking
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Hate group surfaces at western college
Albuquerque, NM (CPS)- The recent emergence of racism
amid homophobic material at the University of New Mexico has
once again raised university officials’ concerns about the safety of
some of the school’s students.
For the third time this year, dozens of racially motivated bumper
stickers have been spotted throughout the Albuquerque campus.
More than 100 of the stickers, which read “Earth’s Most Endan
gered Species: The White Race,” were plastered onto walls and
fixtures by a group that calls itself “National Alliance.” The
involvement of the same group in past racial controversies on
campus has led many university officials to believe that the Na
tional Alliance is a white supremacist organization.
In a separate incident, the UNM medical school canceled a
reproductive biology class after six students received brochures
condemning homosexuality in the mail
Prior to receiving the pamphlets, each of the six students voiced
support for homosexuals during a discussion in class on alternative
lifestyles. University officials decided to postpone the class while
police checked into the matter
Both incidents are under investigation.

UNLV presses coach to leave
Las Vegas (CPS)-When University of Nevada-Las Vegas offi
cials brought in Rollie Massimino to clean up the basketball program
two years ago, they were hoping to keep the level of excitement for
the Runnin’ Rebels at a fever pitch.
Massimino, known for leading his team to the championship in
1985 at Villanova University, took over the UNLV program after
the departure of legendary head coach jerry Tarkanian. Under the
direction of Tarkanian, the UNLV program had climbed to the top
of college basketball but was penalized for several NCAA violations.
Now, after numerous problems on and off the court, it appears
that the charismatic Massimino is on his way out
On Monday, UNLV interim president Kenny Guinn told
Massimino either to accept a buyout offer of approximately $1.5
million or be fired.
Massimino is being removed for a number of reasons, including
a secret contract he signed with former UNLV president Robert
Maxson that paid the coach $375,000 a year in addition to his
$511,000 base salary.
UNLV basketball backers never took to Massimino like they did
to Tarkanian, as attendance dropped at the Thomas and Mack
Center during his two seasons. Massimino was constantly heckled
at home games and nearly fought a fan at courtside last year. Since
he took over, season-ticket sales have dropped dramatically.
The Rebels’ 15-13 record last year was their worst in more that
20 years.
UNLV officials are sayingMassimino’s replacement will beTom
Grgurich, a former UNLV assistant coach under Tarkanian and an
assistant coach with the Seattle SuperSonics.
Although Massimino acknowledged that he did receive a buyout
offer, he did not say whether or not he would accept it. He currently
has six years left on his contract.

New York (CPS)-An annual
survey of tuition and fee increases
at American colleges contains both
good and bad news for college stu
dents.
First, the bad news: On aver
age, tuition increased this year at
twice the rate of inflation. In
creases in tuition and fees at Ameri
can colleges and universities rose
by 6 percent, according to a new
study by the College Board.
That means the average stu
dent attending a private, four-year
college will be paying $702 more
for their education.
However, the good news is that
tuition rates are increasing at a
lower rate than in past years, indi
cating that many institutions are
doing a better job of holding the
line on spiralling college costs.
Since the 1991 -92 school year,
average annual increases in tuition
and fees have fallen:
•from 13 percent to 4 percent
at two-year public schools
•from 12 percent to 6 percent
at four-year public institutions
• from 6 percent to 5 percent at
two-year private institutions
• from 7 percent to 6 percent at
two-year private insitutions
Still, the average college stu
dent is not only paying more for
their education but is borrowing
more to cover costs, says Donald
Stewart, president of the College

“I don’t think it will reduce
students’ time in school because
the technology is not necessary to
graduate,” said committee member Heidi Murray.
Paul Higbee agrees.
“While the funds will provide
needed resources, it won’t reduce
the time spent here because there
are other factors involved, like the
fact that most of the students on
campus work in addition to going
to school,” said Higbee.
Heyward said that if the funds
were not going to technological
improvements, she’d approve of
its use in providing more classes

and sections of those classes.
Buck pointed out, however,
that the legislation specifically pro
hibits any hiring new faculty.
“I fully agree that more classes
are needed, but we just can’t do it
with these particular funds. To
address that,” he said, “you’d have
to go back to the Legislature. Leg
islation can be changed, and per
haps that should be looked into.”
President Herbert will submit
the committee’s newest plan to
the Board of Regents in Tallahas
see by Tuesday, November 1. Un
less there are any more last-minute
revisions, the Board of Regents
will review the plan, which should
by next fall.

“One of the purposes
of an education is to
help people create a
better future, not a

deeply mortgaged
future.”
four-year private institutions are
paying an estimated increase of
$702.
Stewart says as tuition and fees
continue to increase, more stu
dents must turn to financial aid for
assistance.
Unfortunately, many students
are finding that the federal grant
programs are failing to keep pace
with rising tuition costs. The
House/Senate education spending
bill for 1995 freezes funding for
many student financial aid pro-

grams.
This means that many college
students are borrowing more
money to cover basic education
costs. According to Stewart, borrowing in the Federal Family Education Loans Program increased
by more than 40 percent in 199394 over last year.
‘The risk is that as the balance
shifts more toward loans and away
from grants, the most disadvantaged students will look to options
other than college,’ Stewart says.
“We have to look hard at the growing grant-loan imbalance and ask
ourselves how much we can reasonably expect the poorest students to borrow. One of the purposes of a college education is to
help people create a better future,
not a deeply mortgaged future.”
While most colleges and universities are controlling costs, a
handful of both private and public
schools continue to raise tuition
by large amounts, causing the national averages to jump, adds
Stewart.
“The fact remains that college
is still affordable for most students,”
he says. “Everyone has to keep the
issue of college costs in perspec
tive and not focus on the few highpriced schools that mess with the
averages.”

Women's Center serves non-traditional students
by Heather Nietzel

Contributing writer
Twenty-six years ago, she en
tered college for the first time.
One and a half years later, she left
school to marry and raise a family.
Sue Meninno never gave a thought
to going back to school until it was
time for her daughters to go to
college. Sue realized something
was missing.
“I felt skilled,” said Meninno,
a former computer programmer,
“but not educated.”
Sue Meninno is one of the
many women who chose to re
enter college at a non-traditional
age. According to Beth Hughes,
Victim Advocate at the Women’s
Center, over 75 percent of re-en
try students are women and the
largest number of students at UNF

are women over 24.
“This is the first time we
worked in conjunction with the
Women’s Center,” said Bonnie
Atwater, advisor and organizer of
UNF’s Campus Visitation Day.
“We had a good turn-out,” said
Hughes.
Booths were also set up to an
swer questions from students re
garding available questions from
students regarding available col
leges , graduate studies, admissions,
clubs, and financial aid.
“It posed a really good oppor
tunity to answer questions from a
lot of different students,” said Dr.
Jeffery Michelman, director of
graduate accounting.
“The re-entry program pro
vided in a really causal setting for
women who have been out of

school for a while,” said Nancy
Breeze, Office Manager for the
Women’s Center.
“Part of the workshop is let
ting the women see that there are
those of us who have done it and
are still alive,” said Hughes, re
garding the task of returning to
school. Hughes and Women’s
Center Director Shirley Webb
went back to school after taking
time off.
The Admissions Office and the
Women’s Center intend on work
ing together on future campus visi
tation days, which will now be
known as “Osprey Outings.”
These outings, currently slated
for January through April coin
cide with the Student Govern
ment Association and the Club
Fest, according to Atwater.
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New tuition funds reallocated
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Board.
Although this year’s 6 percent
increase was the lowest in several
years, the survey indicates that
undergraduates are paying any
where from $53 to $702 more for
their education. At two-year pub
licschools, students are paying $53
more this year; students at fouryear public institutions are shell
ing out an extra $151; students at
two-year private institutions are
paying $283 more, and students at

10

14

Women's Center Brown Bag Lecture
"Resume Writing Skills
Bldg. 14, Club Commons
Noon

Golden Key National Honor Society
Meeting
Bldg. 14, Rm. 1603
12:30pm

12

17

International Student Association Dinner/
Dance
Ground floor of Bldg. 14 7pm

Women's Center Brown Bag Lecture
"People and Cars"
Bldg. 14, Rm. 1649
Noon

To submit information for the Calendar, call News Editor John Meeks at 646-2727
or furnish who, what, when, where and why of the event and a contact person's name
and phone number one week before publication.
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New public relations director wants to change role
By Katherine Andreu
Contributing writer

“So far, I like Jacksonville, but
it’s been raining everyday since
I’ve been here,” said Dan Dundon,
the university’s new public relationsdirector,whocertainly would
not mind being greeted by sunnier
weather.
Dundon was born in Scranton,
Pennsylvania and has worked in
radio and television, but newspapers were where he foundhis niche.
A journalist for twenty years,
Dundon last held the position of
metro editor for the Cedar Rapids
Gazette in Iowa where he also had
the opportunity to work as an adjunct professor and found he liked
being on a college campus.
It’s a definite career change
after spending most of his life in
newspapers, but Dundon has al-

ready put his reporting instincts to
work. Finding it difficult to sit
back and not know what is going
on campus the day officials closed
it due to rain, Dundon brought a
police scanner to his office to
monitor campus activity.
Chosen out of 136 hopefuls,
Dundon looks forward to expanding the role of the public relations
department by increasing the cam
pus visibility within the commu
nity through educating the public
on the university’s programs and
services. “UNF is a well-kept se
cret,” said Dundon. "We’re notan
ivory tower existing out here on
our own.” Dundon has already
been working on a revised list of
experts on campus for the local
media to use as resources.
Dundon will be traveling to
universities throughout Florida to

compare and gauge what other
public relations departments are
doing. He already has sethis sights
on restructuring UNF’s alumni
paper, The Mariner. “It’s far too
small for the things going on in the
campus,” said Dundon, “the gen
eral consensus is that the Mariner
doesn’t represent the UNF com
munity in content and style.”
The decision to move for
Dundon was certainly made easier
by closing up the miles between
him and his wife, Margo, who has
lived in Jacksonville for a few years
working as the director of the
Museum of Science and History.
Through the frequent flier miles
and even Jacksonville’s unpredict
able weather, Dundon still likes
what he has seen so far- “UNF is a
school with lot’s of potential... in a
fast growing community.”

To Carve Out A Great Career, Start Here.

TELEPHONE_______________________________________________________

*According to the 1993 Johnson & Wales University Graduate Directory.

RESUME PKG Sale - $19
SALE W/I.D.
EXP. 11 /30/94

Inc.

UNIVERSITY

PROFESSIONALLY TYPESET, 25 COPIES ON RESUME PAPER,

Changing the course of your life.

25 BLANK COVER SHEETS AND 25 WHITE ENVELOPES.

1701 NE 127th St.
N. Miami, FL 33181

1526 No. 3rd Street, Jax Beach, FL 32250

CITY______________________________________________________________
STATE________________________________ ZIP_________________________

UNF crime scene was sent to
the Florida State Law Enforcement
Crime Lab for further inspection.
The FBI does have some idea of
what the burglar, or what one of
the burglars, looks like because of
fingerprint and hair samples, and
tool marks.
In order to bring all of the facts
and ideas together, investigators
from each of the victimized schools
are meeting later this month in
Savannah. All gathered information will be dispersed and made
available in one central location.
The stolen books are “a nuisance,” said Rader, Director of the
Physical Therapy Program. She
said that students asking for rou
tine information find themselves

at a loss. Students would drop in
and say, ‘“do you have anything on
so and so?’” Rader said, sometimes
having to explain that the relevant
information was stolen. “It makes
us feel kind of helpless,” she said.
Rader is still waiting for the
desk copies of the missing books.
Until they arrive, she cannot plan
for the next semester.
To protect books, Rader said,
the books are stamped, saying they
belong to the College of Health.
She takes the further precaution of
writing her name on the side in
marker. However, “they [book
stores] wouldn’t know who I am” if
the books were to be sold in the
same book store.
Local bookstores have been advised to look out for anyone trying
to sell the books in question.

249-3600

JOHNSON & WALES

ADDRESS_________________________________________________________

continued from page 1

Fast & Accurate Service

Think of it as your first assignment. Carve out this coupon and you could be on your
way to a great career in the Culinary Arts. The food service industry is the nation’s
largest retail employer. And our students learn the skills it takes to be a success. In fact
98%* of them get jobs within 60 days of graduation. For more information, fill out the
coupon or call 1-800-232-2433. It’s a great start to a great career.
NAME____________________________________________________________

Missing books a 'nuisance'

Campuses in Charleston, SC; Norfolk, VA;
N. Miami, FL; Providence, RI; and Vail, CO.

FULL SERVICE COPY CENTER - COPIES 3.5¢ THRU NOV.
Monday-Friday 9a.m.-6p.m. - Across from Blockbuster
UNF

XEROX

NEWLOCATION!
Used & New Textbooks at
Discount Prices
Medical, Computer & General
Reference

We Buy Back Books Every Day
Study Guides & Test Preps for
GED, GRE, CLAST & More

Convenient Store Hours

SLIPPED DISC
Tapes & Records

Hard To Find Vinyl
We Place Special Orders

Buy, Trade, & Sell
CD’s, Tapes and Records

Special Orders Always Welcomed

• Rock • Jazz • Blues • Reggae •
• New Age • Alternative • Imports •
•Progressive • World Music • Posters •

Free Parking

642-9800
Store Hours:
Mon-Fri 10am - 7pm
Sat 10am - 5pm

COLLEGE BOOK RACK
11292 BEACH BLVD.
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32246
(904) 642 - 7582

11233-19 BEACH BLVD.
(across from the College Book Rack)
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Tuition increase process
sets dangerous precedent
As the tuition increase dust settles, we have a question
that few people, either on the tuition committee or in the

university administration, seem to have asked themselves:

should tuition have been increased at all?
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The law establishing the differential tuitionsystem grants
the nine state universities the option of increasing their

tuition levels to provide for their respective needs. The key
concept here is that it is an option. Florida A&.M, for

example, did not even schedule meetings on the subject.
According to the majority of committee members, the

Letters to the

Editor

entire process was rushed. The state legislature passed the

differential tuition proposal back in the spring. University
administrators knew when the semester started that they
had to submit a proposal to the state Board of Regents by

Tuesday, November 1. The obvious question is, when
school starts in late August, why wait until early October to

start meetings on the issue?
It seems like the tuition increase was a done deal, as far

as administrators were concerned. If there was any option to
bring in more revenue, it seems our administrators would

take it.
Unfortunately, most of the student body was unaware

that the committee was meeting at all. The whole thing
recalls the smoke-filled back room politics that character
ized Florida political decisions a half-century ago. As a
result, the student body is being force-fed the administra

tors’ desire for this tuition increase.
Our concern is that this inaugural year’s treatment of the

“optional” increase sets a dangerous precedent, leading the
powers-that-be to believe the student body is not interested

Kendrick, because you made
one callous remark about our be
lief, the Christians here at UNF
have not put you in some hypo
thetical box. But, as I recall the
number of offensive comments
that you directed toward us far
exceeded a mere one. So, in my
opinion you have placed yourself
in this box. How can you justify
your argument against people who
“bash the religious beliefs of oth
ers” when you have devoted an
entire news column to doing the
very thing that you oppose?
I really do not understand how
finding a Christian pamphlet in a
book could be so offensive to you.
You and anyone else who chooses
not to accept the Christian doc
trine has every right to throw such
literature in thegarbage (although
I really wish you would take the
time to read it first). It is not our
intention as Christians to bash
others for what they believe in,
but Brian Adamec put it best when
he said, “...we do it because know
ing Jesus personally is the best
thing that has ever happened to
us!”. If you choose not to agree,

then that is your prerogative. I
can’t speak for anyone else but
since I accepted him in my life five
years ago I have not regretted the
decision a day in my life.
Imagine this. You meet a girl
that, in your eyes is the best thing
that has ever happened to you.
But, when you begin to describe
her to your best friend he begins to
defame her and say that she is
nothing more than a “golddigging
lowlife dog” before he has actually
taken the time to get to know her
personally. As her boyfriend you
tend to want to stand up and fight
for her honor but you know it will
only lead to more violence. So
you end the conversation by saying, “I love her regardless!". Well
it is the same scenario right now as
we (Christians) express our love
for Christ. Many may not agree
with us, but don’t knock us for
being eager to tell others about
our one and only true love.
I am anxious to know what
caused you to accept Christ two
years ago. But I am even more
anxious to know your reason for
giving Him up. Is it that the life

wasn’t as easy or as rewarding as
you were led to believe? Or maybe
you came in contact with the vast
majority of the people who confess
Christianity, but in reality their
lives tell an entirely different story
(hypocrites).
Admittedly, none of us is yet
perfect, but the true Christian will
constantly strive to be better and
to enrich the lives of others. Please
understand that 1 respect you and
your viewpoint, and I will even go
as far as to tell you I love you in
Jesus’ name. With this final statement I am not preaching fire and
brimstone, but my mind is drawn
back to the old testament prophet
Elijah as he stood alone against
450 prophets of “other gods”
(Baal). Here in the present... Oc
tober 25, 1994, 1 would like to
issue the same challenge to you!
“Call upon the name of your god
and I will call upon the name of
the Lord, and the God that answers by fire let him be God...” (I
Kings 18:24)
Farris Long II
Director, UNF Gospel
Ensemble

in taking part in the decision-making process. None of us

should wait until another fee is raised before we take steps to

correct such a dangerous assumption.
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Features Editor needed
The Spinnaker is currently accepting applications
for the position of features editor.
Applicants should have writing experience and a
knowledge of the Jacksonville area.
Details on pay and hours are available by calling
646-2727.

Advisers Doug Covey
Paula Neimeyer
The Spinnaker welcomes responsible commentary and letters to the editor. Letters

must be signed and indude writer's address and telephone number. Names may be
withheld upon request. The Spinnaker reserves the right to edit letters and opinions
for clarity, space requirements, libel and taste. Send submissionsto the Spinnaker,

University of North Florida, 4567 St. Johns Bluff Road S., Bldg. 14, Rm. 2608,
Jacksonville, FL 32224. Telephone (904) 646-2727.

The articles in this publication labelled "commentary* represent the opinions of the
individual authors and do not necessarily represent the Spinnaker or the University as a
whole. Student and faculty submissions are welcome. Please include a name and a
telephone number on a typewritten copy one week prior to publication.
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The Minority Opinion
Commentary by Kendrick Kerwin
Chua
Production Manager

You find racism in the strangest places.
Ever play Street Fighter II?
It’s a mindlessly entertaining video
game. SFII and countless variants thereof
allow two people to play the roles of martial
arts experts, beating the shit out of each
other for international fame. The game is
not one about ethnic dominance, though.
You have a Brazilian savage duking it out
with a Chinese woman who just beat the tar
out of a Indian shaman who is at odds with
an all-American army boy. In spite of the
politically correct characters, one glaring
point of insensitivity remains.
The title screens show a scene that
happens nowhere in actual play, a street
fight under high skyscrapers with a huge
audience. In these demo scenes, a white
man knocks a black man unconcious. Once
in a bus station, I watched this scene re
peated about thirty times before someone
put a quarter into the machine, wondering
all that time, “Isn’t the black guy evergoing
to punch the white guy out for a change?”
It’s been thirty years since the Civil
Rights movement shifted into full gear, and
we’ve had about ten years of political cor
rectness and sensitivity training for the
powers that be. Standardized tests ask you
how many apples Pedro will have ifhe gives
half to Su-Lin, and students are required to
take Foreign Culture or Foreign Language
courses to graduate. Old-guard administra
tors and CEO’s go through racial awareness
seminars and acculturation symposiums.
There are support groups and lobbyists for

every minority imaginable.
And for the grade-school kids out at the
mall, we have a moving image of a black
man being beat up by a white man, hun
dreds and hundreds of times every day.
I’ll leave it up to the sociologists to try to
prove how this may or may not breed low
self-image or xenophobia in society at a
young age.

•
The dirt around that temporary build
ing between Bldgs. 15 and 14 won’t be
eroding anymore. Physical Facilities just
planted shrubs and trees around the tempo
rary building. Imagine that.

•
One last point which must be stressed
repeatedly: This little diatribe you are read
ing now is a column, not an article.
A column contains opinion and con
jecture which is meant to be food for
thought. An article contains facts and fig
ures which are meant to be informative and
demonstrative. A column may have some
facts, but is meant to firmly and overtly lean
towards a particular viewpoint. An article
is written with every effort to avoid slant or
bias.
Column, article. Column, article. Col
umn, article. Apple, orange.
You are free to disagree with anything
printed in a column. This freedom, how
ever, is contingent on the columnist’s free
dom to state the opinion in the first place.
Very seldom is there ever any resolution on
who or what is “right” or “wrong.”

Will casinos be a three-time loser?
Commentary by Christina Maduro
Contributing writer

Defeated in 1978. Defeated in 1986.
Will casinos become a three-time loser?
Florida residents will have until Tues
day, November 8 to decide how they will
vote on Amendment 8 regarding the legal
ization of casino gambling.
The proposed amendment titled Lim
ited Casinos will allow up to 47 casinos in
Florida. Of those, 12 would be hotel casi
nos; 30 will be horse tracks, dog tracks, and
jai alai frontons; and up to five will be
riverboat casinos. Supporters believe that
there will be many benefits if the amend
ment is passed. Patrick Roberts, leader of
the Limited Casinos campaign, expects that
casinos will generate $700 million in rev
enues for the state. In addition, the casinos
will create over 67,000 jobs and bring 1.5
million tourists to Florida.
Campaign director for No Casinos, John
Sowinski, said these are ’’empty promises.”
He feels that the casinos could hurt existing
businesses, increase crime and create gam
bling addicts.
It appears that the pros outweigh the
cons, but Florida residents seem to be against
the amendment despite the proposed ben
efits. Preliminary surveys conducted by The
Florida Time-Union between Sept. 29 and
Oct. 1 show that over57% ofFlorida voters
will vote “no” on the proposition. Out of
the 811 voters polled, the majority was
against opening the state to casinos.
The Spinnaker conducted an informal
survey on campus by randomly selecting
students and found the same results. After

speaking with over 20 students, half were
opposed and half were in favor.
Those who were against it felt that crime
would increase. One of the students said,
“It’s a crazy, crime infested industry.” Sup
porters disagreed and noted the pro-casino
advertisements, saying that Las Vegas is
ranked 80 on a list measuring crime while
Miami and Tampa fall in the top five.
“I’m dead set against the amendment, it
will create crime and lead to more family
breakups than big winners,” exclaimed one
student. He feels that gambling is a nega
tive, just another thing to get addicted to.
He went on explaining people who can least
afford to lose money will be the ones doing
the gambling. Casino gambling and the
lottery will take from the pockets of those
who are less fortunate and channel it to the
pockets of investors, he said.
Another student feels that Proposition
8 was put on the ballot through deception.
He said a few months ago there were booths
set up around Jacksonville soliciting voters
to sign for a no more taxes initiative. Most
uninformed citizens, he said, signed the
petitions without reading the small print
saying “no taxes for casinos.” He doesn’t
trust the casino supporters and said that
“limited casinos” is only temporary. Once
the casinos become strong in Florida, the
investors and owners will fight for more
casinos; “Whoever has the most money
wins,” he said.
Proponents, including a former state
supreme court justice, say additional casi
nos can be added only by the consent of the
voters.

Is capital punishment the measuring
stick for gubernatorial election?
Commentary by John Meeks
News Editor

There are many ways to prove my manliness. 1 could start driving a tractor in my back
yard; I could carry a knife as big as my arm; I could take apart a Chevrolet and put it back
together; or I could get elected governor and start executing lots of people.
In the gubernatorial campaign, Jeb Bush attacked Lawton Chiles for only signing 17
death warrants. ONLY 17 death warrants? I sit in a room full of 16 people and say to myself:
“If we were all to be killed on the spot, 1 do not think Tom Brokaw is going to say ONLY
17 people were killed.”
Realistically, Florida is second only to Texas in executions. We’ll continue to be
second regardless of what governor we have.
The issue is whether politicians have to be bloodthirsty in order to get votes. America
was disgusted when they discovered that Michael Dukakis (Jeb’s father’s opponent) was
forgiving enough to oppose the death penalty. Jeb Bush is trying to elicit the same feelings
with his ads. I am tired of our leaders assuming that Americans are like Madame Dufarge
in A Tale of Two Cities who drool over the next head about to roll.
We should be feeling shame that one human would end the life of another. We should
feel something, besides sadistic joy, when anyone is punished. When parents punish a
child, they don’t laugh or throw a “Beat Bobby Party.” Why should we celebrate when a
convict dies?
On the other side of the coin, we are quick to persecute those who oppose capital
punishment. "Wimp” is what we called Dukakis in 1988. We tend to associate the anti
capital punishment movement with a scholarly New England professor who wears a tweed
jacket, sings show tunes, eats tofu casserole, and talks to his plants (Read: wuss).
Where does it say that being pro-death equals being tough on crime? When a man is
executed, it should be the last resort. Admit it, when the lights go out in Starke, we are
shooting the horse after it has left the bam.
The focus should be more realistic; prevent the killings that make execution necessary.
Require serious offenders to serve their term. Keep young offenders from becoming old
offenders. When politicians say they are tough on crime, they should be able to supply more
than just a noose.
•• •

Endorsement: Though he has not lost an election in his 36 years in politics, Lawton
Chiles is in a tight race. I don’t want to wake up November 9 knowing that I could have
done something. If my opinion really matters to you, vote for Chiles. Would you trust the
state to a novice? Vote for Chiles.

Film criticism: Opiate of the masses!
Commentary by Chris Kennedy
Staff writer

Filmmaking and consequently film criticism have become a lost art form; obfuscated
by the worldly intelligentsia who are vying for supreme control over the minds ofAmerican
movie goers. Reading the film section of any newspaper these days certainly reminds me
of something Marx said about opium of the people. Take this blurb regarding Wes Craven’s
New Nightmare for example: “A CONCEPTUAL TOUR DE FORCE! Wes Craven has
created the first post modem horror flick.” So says Geoff Pevere of the Toronto Globe and
Mail. Hee-huh.
First of all, what exactly is a conceptual tour de force? Wasn’t Gilligan’s Island a
conceptual tour de force? What about F-Troop and McHale’s Navy? The fact that a
seventh installment in the A Nightmare on Elm Street siege has been embraced by anyone
in the community of film criticism as something fresh and exciting is a conceptual tour de
farce.
That postmodern word too; it seems to apply to anything with a hint of artistic value
these days. A necessary reaction to films like Casablanca and Gone With the Wind; that’s
what post modem film has always meant to me. I never quite got the feeling that Robert
Englund was a post modem Bogart or Gable.
This is even better. All of these quotes are with regard to the movie The River Wild:
“A pulse-pounding thrill ride!”; "Tense!”; “Satisfying entertainment!”; “A superior thriller
in every way.”
The first thing to notice is exclamation points are a necessary commodity in any film
critic’spunctuational tour de force! (e.e. cummings started his poeticcareerasafilm critic,
by the way!) Secondly, your reccomendation to see the film has to reek of ambiguity!
‘Tense, Satisfying entertainment. ” What might that mean? Certainly Russian Roulette
might be considered tense, satisfying entertainment; and hell, if you lose, you’re just not
there anymore to be satisfied. I often experience the same organic sensations leaving a
theater anyway. Roget would certainly be proud of all you fellows out there in the fantasy
world of film criticism.
How about this one in regard to Red Rock West? “The best new American film of the
year (once again the exclamation point) !” Wait a second! (A dramatic pause! A thrill
ride of caesura!)... It says here on the same page that Quiz Show ”is the best American
Movie this year.”
Now what am I going to do? I’m endlessly tom, schizophrenically destroyed, diametri
cally opposed and uniquely dichotomized. Well, upon further examination, I’ll probably
end up seeing Red Rock West, since it’s recommended with an exclamation point anyway.
Film critics also tend to be very pun oriented. Here’s some critical acclaim for Little
Giants: “A Sure Touchdown!” Clever.
All in all, if you take the time to get word of mouth reccomendation from those with
similar tastes as yours, you just might see the best American movie this year. Just don’t get
bogged down in punctuation and sensationalism. After all... that would be so banal, so trite,
so cliche, so overworked and underpaid....
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Hip Happenings
Ice Hot Cube in the Nest

Hard core urban street rappers K-Dee, Onyx of “Slam” fame
and Ice Cube take the stage Saturday, November 19 in the Arena
at 8 p.m. They are just the final act during Nest Fest, a week-long
celebration that also includes a lecture by ex-hostage Terry
Anderson in the Theatre at 8 p.m. on Tuesday November 15,
comedy by Ed Marques in the Boathouse at 9 p.m. on Wednesday,
November 16 and a performance by the Jazz Ensemble in the
Boathouse Thursday, November 17. Tickets are on sale now in
Bldg. 2 on the second floor for the Ice Cube concert. Students
only pay $10 with a maximum purchase of two and the general
public pays $15. For more information about the other events,
call the Student Programming Board at 646-2525.

Slide to Dublin
If you liked Dubliners or Portrait ofan Artist as a Young Man, this
lecture is for you. On Thursday, November 3 at 7:30 p.m.
professor of English Richard Bizot will present a slide-lecture tour
of the city James Joyce referred to in all of his works in the
University Gallery. Now conducting a graduate seminar on
Joyce, Bizot’s lecture will be packed full of interesting informa
tion. The event is free and open to the public.

Things Left Unsaid
Moist opens for Collective Soul on Friday, November 5 at The
Edge. Tickets are available through all TicketMaster outlets. For
more information call The Edge at 745-1232. The main event
will surely shine.

Thought for Food
Poetic verses will lift spirits and fight against hunger in Share
Our Strength’s third annual Writers Harvest: The National
Reading at the Book Mark on Wednesday, November 2 at 8 p.m.
An arts writer for the Florida Times-Union Sharon Weightman,
resident poet Frances Driscoll and 9-year-old local poet Date
McManus will read during the book store’s Poetry Night. For
more information, call The Book Mark at 241-9026.

A World of Difference
From Tuesday, November 1 through Wednesday, November
30 water colors by Joyce Jaeger will be exhibited at the P.A.S.T.A.
Plus Art Gallery in St. Augustine. Jaeger’s exhibit, “My Special
World,” can also be viewed on Sunday, November 6 from 1 to 5
p.m. during the Gallery’s open house. For more information and
location, call the Gallery at (904) 824-0251.

Money!
The Phi Kappa Phi chapter is offering outstanding senior
students the opportunity to compete for fellowships worth up to
$7,000 for first-year graduate or professional study. Seniors with
scholastic achievement, high standardized test scores, honors and
enrichment programs, leadership and participation in campus
and community activities plus a few evaluations by faculty will be
considered. The application deadline is Friday, February 10,
1995. For more information, call Paul Higbee at 646-2985.
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Professor highlights women's role in abolition
by Coleman Langshaw
Contributing Writer

A scream followed a crack of the whip. They were
up before sunrise and asleep long after dark, working
in the sweltering heat with no respite. Parents sobbed
as their screaming children were taken from them.
Scenes like these combined to form the backbone of
an economy and a way of life for slaves during the
years before the Civil War.
However, there was an effort to end this custom
through political action. It’s well documented that
Quaker and Unitarian men championed the cause of
freedom, yet little is known about the women who
were just as active as their male counterparts in the
United States and abroad. They struggled just as
much to end the practice of slavery. Ironically, women
were the ones at the forefront of the anti-slavery
movement.
“The abolition issue was brought to attention by
women,” said Carolyn Williams, a history professor
and author of The Abolitionist Sisterhood, Woman's
Political Culture in Antebellum America.
According to Williams’ anthology, a small num
ber of African American and white women united in
the 1830s and 40s to battle slavery. Many of these
same women went on to fight for women’s rights
later. In their efforts, this sisterhood of abolitionists
organized fundraising fairs, wrote pamphlets and cir
culated petitions which eventually established a vig
orous, distinct and powerful culture. Williams’ book
is helping in bringing this to light.
Now a professor of history, the Jacksonville na
tive first attended college at UNF from 1973 to 1975
and ultimately received her Bachelor’s degree in
Psychology at the Immaculate Heart College in Los
Angeles.
The whirlwind of the tumultuous 1960s impact
ing all of American society perked her interest in
history. The fight for Civil Rights engulfed the world
— from the streets to the universities. Williams
participated in civil disobedience as part of a sit-in at
a Jacksonville Wool worth’s during the time of the

“Axe Handle Riots.”
Her participation didn’t stop there. The 1970s
ushered in modem feminism. Women were not just
burning their brass, they were burning the traditional
structure of male dominance. Females were demanding freedom to control their own bodies, minds and
destinies. Williams was controlling hers.
During this transitional period, she went to the
University of California at San Diego and received
he Master’s degree in history. She moved on to the
University of California in Los Angeles where she
earned a Ph.D. in History. Her ever increasing aware-

continued on pg. 7
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Ensemble shines despite rescheduling
Commentary by Tamil Singh
Staff writer

Some things in this world, such
as death and taxes are generally
accepted as unfair. This year some
members of the UNF Jazz Ensemble
added the organizers of the Jack
sonville Jazz Festival to that list.
Some members of the En
semble feel they were treated un
fairly when they were rescheduled
in a Saturday morning spot.
The ensemble was orignally set
to play on Friday night before saxo
phonist Sadao Watanabe and The
Neville Brothers. Organizers told
Bruce Silva, Director of the UNF
Jazz Ensemble, they wanted to stick
with a more contemporary style
on Friday night, and rescheduled
the group.
Susan Higginbotham, assistant
producer of the festival, said the
band because they play every year,
they won’t always be able to get
the most ideal time. She said it was
a matter of fairness to the other
performers and community be-

cause the jazz band gets the oppor
tunity to play annually while oth
ers don’t.
"The reason they were moved
from Friday to Saturday is because
Friday became a contemporary
evening,” said Higginbotham.
The decisiondidnot meetwith
much approvalfrom some students
in the band.
“We should have played when
we were supposed to,” said John
Robinson, trumpetist. ”We didn’t
deserve to go on before some of the
other bands on Saturday.” Other
Ensemble members had similar
feelings.
“Being the first band on stage
was bad because we were the sound
check for everyone else that played
on Saturday,” said Mark Parsley,
trumpetist.
Sound check or not,
Higginbotham said it was just a
basic matter of logistics since the
group is the only act who plays at
every festival.
“We love having the group

every year. It’s great to have them
play. They’re a great group or they
wouldn’t be playing.”
Although the shuffle disap
pointed some members of the En
semble, they still met the expecta
tions of everyone who has wit
nessed the greatness of the band at
past festivals.
“Everyone was nervous and
excited before the show, but they
pulled it all together. I was very
pleased with the band’s perfor
mance,” said Silva.
Audience members also loved
the band and some were surprised
at how good they were. Silva said
that surprise places his band in
unfair light.
“College bands have a stereo
type of being ‘ok’ musicians,” said
Silva. “People don’t expect them
to be good because they are stu
dents. The Jazz Ensemble is better
than most other college bands and
as good as a lot of professional jazz
bands. This program andband rank
among the best in the country,”
Silva said.
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College of Health aids African medical efforts
by B. William Wise
Contributing writer

Health care professionals from
West African nations visit Jack
sonville next spring to learn mod
em medical techniques in an ef
fort coordinated by the campus
and the Florida/West Africa Insti
tute.
Dr. Roland Buck, vice-presi
dent of Student Affairs and co
director of the Florida/West Af
rica Institute (FLAWI), visitedhis
native Sierra Leone on the west
coast of Africa last week to begin
selecting nurses and health educa
tors for the program.
“The health care system in
Africa needs a major overhaul,”
Buck said, “and we hope to train
the trainers. By giving them the
skills, they will be able to train
others in future years, yielding a
multiplier effect.”
The College of Health and the
University of Florida Medical
School will provide faculty for the
eight participants who visit Jack
sonville area hospitals and medi
cal centers next spring.
The FLAWI, a “linkage” insti
tute created by state legislation in
1991, strives to promote academic,
cultural and economic exchange
between Florida and the West
African region. Based at UNF, the
institute is affiliated with Florida

A&M University and Florida
Community College at Jackson
ville.
This year’s program is only the
tip of the iceberg. The FLAWI has
endeavored to promote the inter
national exchange here for several
years despite lack of state funding,
said Doreen Daly, executive assis
tant to Buck.
The institute was created just
weeks before Buck arrived here.
He was asked to co-direct it, Daly
said. Buck worked without pay
and on a very limited budget in the
program’s infancy.
In the past FLAWI has en
couraged trade with the Chamber
of Commerce and the Port Au
thority and has brought West Af
rican students to study on this cam
pus (one of which has already
graduated and begun seeking a law
degree), Daly said. Florida exports
approximately $500 million in
trade to West Africa annually,
making it one of the state’s top 10
regions in international exchange,
according to a 1992 Department
of Commerce report.
This year, however, FLAWI
has received$25,000 in state fund
ing to carry out its mission, which
will help West Africanhealth pro
fessionals to train others in their
own countries, Daly said. Four will
be selected asaresultofBuck’s trip

Things get hairy in the UPD
by Tricia Rogers
Contributing writer

If you’re contemplating buying one of the many bearded police
officers some lotion and a razor, don’t waste the bucks.
Chief Director Martin Garris approved a request allowing the
male officers to wear beards until the end of the year if they gave at
least $20 to the annual faculty/staff fund drive. Any female officers
giving the minimum can wear their hair down.
The fund drive, which began Wednesday, September 14, raises
money for many different areas of the college — from scholarships
to nature trail funding. Each year, the development office works
with a committee of selected representatives from various depart
ments to form a pledge letter asking faculty and staff for donations
for various accounts.
Special Projects Coordinator Amy Garland said the event is
always very successful.
“Last year we set a goal to raise $70,000 and we raised over
$76,000,” she said. This year our goal is $80,000. We’re at $72,000
now and money keeps rolling in. We are confident we will make our
goal.”
The police department plays a big part in the fund considering
at least five male officers have already participated in the fuzz face
project. Only two female officers have decided to let their hair flow.
Garris said, many other officers gave, but opted for clean shaven
faces and pony tails. This isn’t too upsetting for Garris since he
thinks shadowed faces make the officers look messy.
“I don’t think they look very good,” he said. “ I know I couldn’t
wear one, I’d look like some kind of wino.”
Sergeant Mark Dixon, one of the five participants disagrees. He
prefers that rugged, bad-boy look.
“I have had several compliments on my new look, “ he said. “It’s
been only two weeks and I have the most advanced one of the bunch,
but I keep it nice and trim and neat. I don’t think it discredits the
departments image at all.”
Dixon is the officer who approached Garris with the idea. Hegot
the beard growing concept from the Jacksonville police department.
He said they gave a set amount to the United Way and were
rewarded with beards. Happily, Garris agreed to allow the excess
hair to flow or grow until the end of this semester.
“This isn’t a normal standard for police officers,” Garris said.
“There are strict grooming regulations for the officers, but I went
along with it to help the drive.”
Garris’ good deed in allowing beards will be rewarded by Santa
Claus. With the arrival ofChristmas, jolly old St. Nick will probably
find razors and foam quite perfect for Dixon and the other officers

to Sierra Leone and Dr. Barbara
McDade of the University of
Florida will be visiting Ghana in
November to select four more.
Dr. Betty Flinchum, director
of International Programson cam
pus and administrator of FLAWI
said one focus of the institute is “to
provide links for UNF students
with West African culture.”
“We have about 20 or so West
African students studying at the
University of North Florida, all on
Florida/West Florida scholarships,”
Flinchum said. “They bring us a
richness of their culture and they
mingle with UNF students. That
helps our students to know some
thing about West Africa by get
ting to know these students.”
“Another focus is professional
development for faculty,”
Flinchum said. Flinchum repre
sented FLAWI at the Professional
Development Seminar in Senegal
and the Gambia in March. As a
result, Dr. Souleymane Bachir
Diagne, cultural affairs advisor to
the President of Senegal, recently
visited UNF.
FLAWI is one of 11 interna
tional linkage institutes operating
within the state university system
and coordinated by the Florida
International Affairs Commission,
Daly said.

Band peps up basketball games
by Martha Hammitt
Contributing writer

The new Pep Band will support the Osprey basketball teams on
the Arena floor by blowing their horns this semester.
Ideally, the band hopes to increase school spirit among students
and audience members by their loud presence.
“They will perform throughout the basketball games and during
half-time,” said Dr. Gerson Yessin, chair of the music department.
Not only will the pep band play the new fight song during their
peppy performances, but they will chant and conduct humorous
stunts to get the audience involved. The band’s goal to increase
school spirit started with each individual member. They worked as
a team raising money outside of school to use for the band and the
items needed.
“Approximately $17,000 was invested in all, for music, and
large instruments to be kept at the school for the band members,”
said Yessin.
The president provided the funds for the purchase of the large
instruments and donations will purchase the uniforms.
The students wearing those uniforms consist of both music
majors and student volunteers. While music students received
scholarships from outside sources for becoming members, volun
teers joined just for the fun of it. All members will earn one credit
hour for rehersals and shows.
“It’s like the marching band in high school. It’s fund and it’s
good experience,” said Michelle Snyder, a freshman member of the
band.
She and other members became parts of the band by responding
to letters sent out and articles place in the student paper. However,
those avenues of publicity still didn’t pack the band.
“But there is still room for more members,” Yessin said.
So if you’re interested in raising school spirit, you just may want
to swing by Bldg. 2, Rm. 1129.
“It’s a good opportunity for experience and having fun,” said
Chris Guertin, student leader of the band.

Professor sheds
light on abolition
movement
continued from pg. 6
ness of the forces of change would
lead her to focus on issues histori
cally impacting women and Afri
can Americans.
As a student of changing times,
and now a professor, she realized
the opportunity to communicate
what she has learned through ex
perience and education. In addi
tion to being an educator, Will
iams conducted workshops for area
teachers about women and Afri
can American issues. Williams said
by making teachers more aware of
such diversity in history will en
hance the spectrum of education
for students.
All of her educational endeav
ors are themselves enhanced by
her friendly style.
“She’s very engaging, nice and
not dry...she’s a wonderful
speaker,” said Barb Galloway,
owner of The Book Mark in At
lantic Beach.
During July, Williams spoke to
approximately 75 people at
Galloway’s shop about her recent
publication. Angela Martin, who
wonts at the store, said Williams
was “phenomenal, very interest
ing, very much in love with her
topic, she was my favorite so far of
all rhe speakers we’ve had!”
The Book Mark is the only
book store in town selling Will
iams’ new book. For more infor
mation, call 241-9026.
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Fenwicks fight mediocre tunes
Commentary byTamil Singh
Staff writer

ogy of the Marines. Schub writes, ‘I have no
sympathy for history/I feel no sympathy for
If the members of Primus, Yes, Janes family/Free-will dictates destiny/I need no
Addiction, Led Zeppelin, Bob Marley and sympathy for nothing I be-.’
UNF Jazz Ensemble ever formed a band they
This honesty in his words is appealing. I
might release a CD
like the way he doesn’t shy
away from writing about things
that sounds like The
that are real. Not that songs of
Fenwicks new one,
Member of No Tribe.
love and other popular things
The Fenwicks are
aren’t real, they are just
an acoustical duo
uninspiring nowadays.
which expanded into
Schub’s songwriting is en
a six-man band. They
tertaining and distinctive, but
are self proclaimed as
the music is what sets The
“the worlds only skaFenwicks apart. It is written by
funk-folk-punk amal
Jimmie Corrieri, the other half
gamation.” They are
of the original duo. He plays
probably right.
the guitar and also shares the
In early October!
singing duties with Schub.
saw them perform at Bahas Beach Club.
Corrieri is a talented guy. Not many
Before I witnessed them that night I couldn’t people can whip multiple styles of music
imagine how that mix of styles would rever into a form both tasteful and arousing.
berate through my brain. It just seemed a
He might compose the music, but he
little outrageous to claim such a versatile doesn’t bring it to life on his own. With
style. Boy, was I wrong. The Fenwicks were some help from Artimus Pyle, drummer of
all that and more.
Lynyrd Skynyrd, Corrieri and Schub were
On stage, Steven Schub, vocalist and able to muster up some fine musicians to
songwriter, seemed to be the perfect play his music. Three of them are from
frontman to lead this musical circus. He is Jacksonville — Chris Pyle, drums, Ken
wacky ( bordering on lunatic) and articu Nasta, drums, and Ed Richardson, bass.
late. I found his stage performance visually These guys are hot musicians and with their
perplexing. The guy is off.
abilities they give Corrieri’s music the en
Although he does it in an intellectual ergy that makes listeners either want to snap
manner his personal dementia isalso present their fingers, gyrate their bodies or jump
in his songs. Schub writes about everything head-first into a mosh pit.
from yuppies to the Marines to contemplat
After listening to the CD I found the
ing suicide.
claim of being the “worlds only ska-funk
In the song referring to yuppies he writes, folk-punk amalgamation” to hold some
‘I’m more deadly than a demagogue/I'm truth. Within the 12 songs on Member ofNo
more lethal than a pacifist/I’m more nox Tribe, I heard these styles and a couple more.
ious than a uniform/I’m more toxic than a
“My Hidden Agenda” has a rap break in
waving rag on a stick.’ I am willing to bet the middle of the song. On a couple other
money he doesn’t hang out with yuppies.
songs I heard calypso style steel drums and
I’ll also take a gamble he has known melodies. The mixing of these and the the
someone who contemplated suicide. The various other styles is cool. I can’t wait to
first verse of “Pastel Pain” reads, The little hear what their next release will sound like,
man looks into the mirror/Lets his feelings especially with their mission declaration on
show/In his mind he picks up the razor/Slits this
his throat, lets the blood flow and it flows.’
D cover — "To create a sound as of yet
That’s heavy.
unheard...to put a thought in your head and
In “Semper Fidelis,” a song with less a fire in your loins in one auditory swoop.”
deeper beginnings, he questions the ideol
Mission accomplished, at least for me.

Giants don't just teach geography
Commentary by Jason Camello
Contributing writer

The music group that gave you a geog
raphy lesson in 1990 with “Istanbul (Not
Constantinople)” is back with a new
breakthrough release, John Henry.
They Might Be Giants has undergone
some major changes in the past two years.
John Linnell and John Flanburgh have
traded their drum machine for a six-piece
band including a horn section. On this
20-track album, the band exploits their
new instrumentation to take you on a
musical rollercoaster ride.
The group still maintains their pop
attitude with songs like “Sleeping in the
Flowers” and “Thermostat,” but they
have expanded their repertoire by adding
a Latin flavored tune “No One Knows My
Plan,” a pseudo-BarbershopQuartetpiece
“O, Do Not Forsake Me” and some foilthrottled rock like “Why Must I Be Sad.”
“No One Knows My Plan” kicks off
with a blazing trumpet line and then settles
into a spicy samba with a tinge of rock.
The song relates an inmate’s story of a
foiled plan of escape and his incessant
quest to create another.

“O, Do Not Forsake Me” creates a sol
emn mood that conceals a hilarious mes
sage. A person who is one thousand-years
old addresses an “indolent friend,” and tells
him people “have forgotten the flowers of
speech.” The style, harmonies and texture
of the piece add to its comic nature.
High energy is the driving force behind
"Why Must I Be Sad.” This rock tune
fluctuates from deep, mellow verses to pow
erful choruses. The lyrics sound, at first,
like a conversation between the vocalist
and God, but then change to a critical
realization of human existence in America.
It seems this group has a great sense of
humor. The members of They Might Be
Giants have superb musical talent and tech
nique. With the release of this album, They
Might Be Giants should expand the fol
lowing created by their first five albums.
They will hopefully be returning to the
states soon to continue their tour.
If you can’t wait for a concert appear
ance and you would like to sample their
music, call the They Might Be Giants “daila-song” at (718)387-6962. As Flansburgh
said, “It doesn’t cost any more than a
regular charge call to Brooklyn.”

Actor Raul Iulia worked to the end
Commentary by John Meeks
News Editor

Ever Get Somebody Totally Wasted?

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK
U.S. Department of Transportation

Acting has lost a lot of its re
spectability as a career. Rare is the
actor who takes to the field like a
true craftsman. Rare is the actor
who is weaned on the boards and
lives through drama. How many of
today’s actors can we liken to
Helen Hayes or Hume Cronyn?
The classic actors live to act.
They act to survive. They survive
to act. Raul Julia, who died last
week, was a classic actor. While
others act to get the trappings of
luxury, Julia acted, period.
Like early actors, Julia began
in the theater. His first acting job
paid $50. And it was exactly that
— a job. He worked hard to be
come the kind of leading man who
could move from drama to com
edy with ease. He was an actor
who gave Latinos a place in drama
at a time when they were por
trayed by Anglos with black hair
dye and an accent.
Julia proved to be a universal
and versatile actor as well. He
played a Greek millionaire, a Bra
zilian environmentalist, a Moorish

commander, an Italian director and
a very scary patriarch of a very
spooky family. He was only 54
when he died. He was in his prime
as a leading man.
In Man of La Mancha, Julia’s
voice echoed the centuries-old tale
of dreams. Audiences lived a life
of fantasy through Julia’s Don
Quixote. Popular audiences will
forever remember him as Gomez
Addams.
Julia brought a feeling of ro
mance to every role. His accom
plishments did not go unrecog
nized. He won the Academy
Award and was nominated for sev
eral Tony Awards. I hope he will
be awarded a posthumous Emmy
for his role in this year’s The Burn
ing Season.
He most likely gave his life for
this film. Acting on location in
Mexico took its toll on Julia. De
spite it all, he gave a riveting per
formance. He lost weight and was
made ill by the conditions. His
gaunt appearance was the last we
saw of Julia in his final days. This
was a stark contrast to the robust
actor who spoke with sophistica-

tion and charm.
Raul Julia, when he received
his first $50, felt rich. The wealth
did not come from the paycheck.
It came from his passion for acting.
How many of us can say the same
for our own professions?

WE NEED

HELP!
The Honey Baked Ham Co.
is in search of help during the
holidays to fill our Sales Counter
and Production positions. We have

stores located In the following

states: Alabama, Arkansas,
Colorado, Florida, Georgia,

Louisiana, Mississippi, Missouri,
Nevada, North and South
Carolina, Tennessee and Utah.

Please stop by Immediately to

Inquire about seasonal help. Check
the white pages for information on
the store nearest you.
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UNF hosts South Region Classic
by Tom Kopacz
Sports Editor

WE ARE WATCHING
SERVICES

Classifieds
EMPLOYMENT
LOOKING FOR A JOB? Connect with
potential employers 24 hours/day, 7 days/
week with the Osprey Touchtone Jobsline!!
Simply call the Career Development Center at 646-2955 to obtain your jobsline
password - then dial 928-3UNF...looking
for a job has never been so easy!

Build a business while you prepare for a
career. Call 945-9368 to schedule an inter
view.
MAKE MONEY PLAYING VIDEO
GAMES!!! NINTENDO is looking for en
thusiastic, reliable individuals too promote
their products in retail outlets THROUGH
OUT THE NATION during this holiday
season. Call Gretchen 1-800-229-5260.
Can you really make money saving the
environment? Yes! Call 945-9368 to dis
cover how.

P/T Babysitter Needed For 2 Children Ages
3 And 5, in Convenient and Fun Ponte
Vedra Location. Must Be Energetic, Enthu
siastic, Very Responsible and Enjoy Swim
ming and the Outdoors. Call Carol 2851425.
Part-time work leading to life-long income.
No risk, 100% guarantee. Call 945-9368.

Class Travel, a locally owned business needs
Marketing Representatives. 25 Positions
available for a Spring Break promotion at
UNF. For every 15 trips sold, receive a free
trip as a bonus. Training Provided. For more
information call Class Travel at 264-4956
or 1-800-798-1509.

WORD PROCESSING Laser printed, error free guarantee, pick up/delivery available, quick turn around. Michell O’Rourke
3984132
SPRING BREAK ‘95 America’s#1 Spring
Break Company! Cancun, Bahamas,
Daytona & Panama! 110% Lowest Price
Guarantee! Organize 15 Friends and
TRAVEL FREE! Earn Highest Commissions! 800-32-TRAVEL

FUNDRAISING Choose from 3 different
fundraisers lasting either 3 or 7 days. No
investment. Earn $$$ for your group plus
personal cash bonuses for yourself. Call 1 800-932-0528, Ext. 65
Wanted!!! Individuals, Student Organiza
tions and Small Groups to Promote SPRING
BREAK ’95. Earn substantial MONEY and
FREE TRIPS. CALL THE NATION’S
LEADER, INTERCAMPUS PROGRAMS
1-800-327-6013.

FOR SALE
1979 Fiat 2000 Convertible for $2200.00.
Call Richard 724-7020.

EXPLORE CAREERS AND MAKE THE CONNECTION

Must Sell! MACINTOSH PERFORMA
and STYLE WRITER II $1500 for both.
With new monitor, mouse, keyboard, and
fax/modem. All original paperwork, hasn’t
even been registered yet, only three months
old.
Includes
MACWRITE,
CLARISWORKS, AMERICAN HERI
TAGE DICTIONARY and GAMES! Call
Pam or Christy at 270-0560.

at the
CAREER CONNECTIONS WORKSHOPS
FOR STUDENTS INTERESTED IN

HEALTH
AND

EDUCATION AND HUMAN SERVICES
CAREERS

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 1994
ANDREW ROBINSON STUDENT CENTER

LOST AND FOUND
Reward for return of a blue backpack lost in
front of Bldg. 2 in parking lot on October 19
at 5:00PM. Medical student NEEDS books
back. Call Joy, 249-4520.

10 % Student Discount (with ID)
V. I. P. Postal +
9119 Merrill Rd., Suite 21
Jacksonville, FL 32211
(904) 745-6164 Tel
Hours: Mon-Fri 9am-8pm
Sat
9am-3pm

•
•
•
•
•

The UNF volleyball
team will host the inaugu
ral South Region Classic
Friday, November 4, and
Saturday, November 5.
Twelve teams, mostly
from the southeast, will
visit the campus for the two-day event.
Those teams include South CarolinaSpartanburg, Pembroke State (N.C.) Col
lege, Francis Marion, South Carolina-Aiken,
Jacksonville (Ala.) State, and Madonna
College.
Six Sunshine State Conference rivals
will also compete: Florida Southern Col
lege, the University of Tampa, Barry Uni
versity, Rollins College, Eckerd College and
Florida Tech. The only SSC school not
participating is St. Leo College.
UNF volleyball coach Mike Welch said
the event is a critical point for the Lady
Ospreys. “If we want to make the NCAA
tournament, we need to win three of our
four matches,” he said. UNF plays Barry,
Spartanburg, Jacksonville State and Pem
broke State, with the match against Barry
counting in the conference standings.
Welch said his team can lose both its
matches with Barry — Sunday October 30,
at Barry and November 4 during the classic
— and not have it affect the Lady Ospreys’
postseason chances because Barry has been
ranked in the American Volleyball coaches
Association poll for most of the season.
“If we win our other five matches, we
have a 90 percent chance to be in [the
NCAA tournament],” Welch said. He joked

that there is a 10 percent chance of error
whenever a committee is in charge.
Welch points to two matches with na
tionally-ranked teams — November 5
against Spartanburg and the season finale
one week later against SSC rival Tampa —
as crucial.
“After all the injuries, and all is said and
done, we’re still in a position where we can
control our destiny,” he said.
OSPREY SPIKES—The injuries con
tinued for the volleyball team, but this one
could be a killer. Wendy Balut, who led the
team in several offensive categories, will
miss the rest of the season due to a stress
fracture in her foot. Welch said although
there was a chance she could come back this
season, there is too much risk involved.
“It could be permanent damage if we got
her back to soon,” he said. Assistant coach
Monica Rubino said she thought if Balut
had played against Florida Southern Satur
day, October 22, the Lady Ospreys would
have won the match.
Junior Monica McCaleb missed a week
due to a non-volleyball problem: she came
down with a kidney infection. Angie
Coulliette, a member of the softball team
who was an All-City volleyball player at
Allen Nease High School, worked out with
the team last week, and was scheduled to
travel with the team if McCaleb didn’t
improve ... Going into the weekend, the
Lady Ospreys were saddled with a six-match
losing streak, the most recent of which was
a sweep at Rollins. Rubino said the Lady
Ospreys aren’t hitting the ball well. “We
just aren’t passing well and that’s eliminat
ing the style of offense we play.”

Copies ( as low as 3.50 )
Resume Development (ask about our $23.00 pkg)
Binding and Laminating
Computer-Time Rental
DTP (Reports, Term Papers, Word Processing,
Spreadsheets, Presentations, Announcements, etc.)

Merrill Crossings Shopping Center

(Near WAL-MART)

CURRENT SCHEDULE:
10:00-11:00

11:00-12:00

1:00-2:00

2:00-3:00

ROOM 1602

ROOM 1602

NURSING

ROOM 1602
DRUG/ALCOHOL
COUNSELING

NUTRITION

ROOM 1602
ALTERNATIVE
MEDICINE

ROOM 1603

ROOM 1603

ROOM 1603

WELLNESS

WELLNESS

PHYSICAL THERAPY

ROOM 1603
HOME
HEALTH CARE

ROOM 1604
HEALTH CARE
ADMINISTRATION

ROOM 1604
SPORTS
TRAINING/MEDICINE

ROOM 1604
MEDICAL
TECHNOLOGY

ROOM 1604
COMMUNITY
HEALTH

ROOM 1605

ROOM 1605

ROOM 1605

ELEMENTARY
EDUCATION

SECONDARY
EDUCATION

SPECIAL
EDUCATION

ROOM 1606
EDUCATION
ADMINISTRATION

ROOM 1606
TRAINING AND
DEVELOPMENT

ROOM 1606

ROOM 1605
MEDICAL AND
PHARMACEUTICAL
SALES
ROOM 1606

COUNSELING

These workshops are designed to assist students in exploring careers in health and/or education. Professionals from
health and education career fields will be on hand to discuss their professions and how they got started in their careers.

For more information, please contact the Career Development Center. Founders' Hall/Room 2086 or call 646-2955.
Individuals who require reasonable accommodation in order to participate, must notify the Career Development
Center al 646-2955 at least 5 working days prior to the event.
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Women's soccer to kick off in 1995
by John Clark
Contributing writer

UNF will
add women’s
soccer as a varsity sport for
1995. However,
the team has al
ready kicked off as an intercolle
giate club squad.
Women’s soccer is one of the
most popular sports right now in
intercollegiate competition.
“Since the 1992-93 season, over
90 college teams have added
women’s soccer,” said Athletic
Director John Ratliff.
Several factors were involved
in thedecision, including the large
participation rate in area high
school and club teams.
It is certainly booming here:
Stephanie West, recreation coor
dinator for Recreation and Intra
mural Services, said the club is the
most active sports club on campus.
Brian Cronin, who coaches the
team, said it started with five to 10
girls who invested some of their
own money and equipment toplay.
“I was keeping my fingers
crossed and praying for more par
ticipation from girls and now we
may have tryouts in the spring,” he

said. Cronin said he enjoys the
current popularity of a club that
has grown by leaps and bounds.
He said an assist goes to men’s
soccer coach Ray Bunch, who has
encouraged the women’s team by
givingfield time and loaning equipment, including soccer balls.
If current club members hope
to take the step up to varsity, they’ll
need all the practice time and
equipment they can get. Although
the Sunshine State Conference
does not sanction women’s soccer
as a varsity sport, fellow SSC mem
ber Barry University has won the
past two DivisionII national cham
pionships.
West said the club’s record so
far is 2-2.
SSC spokesman Tim Carpen
ter said the conference is not likely
to sanction women’s soccer any
time soon. No other conference
school besides Barry offers women’s
soccer as a varsity sport, although
he said Rollins College and Florida
Southern College will play at the
club level.
In addition to soccer’s popu
larity among young women, gen
der equity is another reason so
many colleges are offering it. gen
der equity is achieved when the

Runners roll

percentages of men and women
playing varsity sports at an institu
tion reflects the balance of the
student population.
“We want our gender equity
number up to the general student
population,” Ratliff said.
Ratliff said the women’s soccer
program will have a budget com
parable to the men’s soccer pro
gram. He said counting scholar
ships and operational costs, that
will be about $30,000.
Cronin will not be the varsity
coach. A search is underway now,
and Ratliff said the position will be
filled by early January.
The addition of women’s soc
cer means that in 1995, the uni
versity will compete in 14 varsity
sports: men’s and women’s basket
ball, tennis, cross-country, track
and soccer; men’s golf and base
ball; and women’s softball and
volleyball.
Facing a challenge and beating
it is the goal in all sports, consider
ing UNF's short history in inter
collegiate competition, the
women’s soccer team should reach
that goal — again and again and
again and again...
Sports Editor Tom Kopacz con
tributed to this report.

Tom Kopacz/Sports Editor

The UNF cross-country teams dominated the Sunshine State
Conference Championship meet, held Saturday, October 29,
on the UNF campus. Here, Billy Scherer (left) and Travis John
leadthe Ospreys to victory—literally: the two tiedfor first place
with a time of 35:10. Kim Pawelek won the women’s race in
18:14. UNF dominated the six-school event. Eight of the top 10
women hailed from UNF, as did seven of the top 10 men. UNF
swept the top six in the women’s event; Leanne Moore, Aimee
Kagel, Tina Nelson, Jennifer Adamski, and Amanda Burt
followed Pawelek across the finish line within 90 seconds.

Recycle this newspaper: give it to a friend

Festive time of the year in which OSPREYS celebrate their Autumn Nest in
a week long NESTIVE FESTIVAL !

* FREE *

* FREE *

* FREE *

* FREE *

SUN

$3 students

Robinson Theatre
7:00-9:30pm

M ISS UNF PAG EAN T

UNF Arena 8pm
tickets on sale NOW $10 students

SAT

ICE CUBE CONCERT
w / ON YX & K-DEE

(Pre-Concert Party)
9:00pm - 2:00am

FRI

BOATHOUSE PARTY

Robinson Theatre 8PM $7 students

JAZZ CONCERT-DIANE REEVES

UNF BASKETBALL SCRIMMAGE
"Catch the Magic" of UNF Basketball
UNF Arena (i.e. Nest) 6:00-7:00pm

Boathouse 9pm

JA Z Z E N S E M B L E 6-8PM
ED M A R Q U E S
C o m ed ia n -M TV V-Jay

SGA M A R K E T DAY

Vendors, Games, Cook-Out
on UNF Green 10am-4pm

in Robinson Theater

* FREE *

THUR

WED

TUES

TERRY ANDERSON
L ectu rer -Ex-H ostage

reading and resting for the
WEEK LONG NESTIVE FESTIVAL
Info about activities in Courtyard

"NEST DAY"

MON
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Scorecard
Soccer
Through Friday, October 29
Conference
All Games
Team
W L
T W L
T

5
4
4
3
2

0
0
1
2
3

0
0
0
0
0

10
12
11
12
7

2
1
4
3
8

0
1
0
0
0

UNF

2

4

0

11

5

0

Fl. So.
Barry

0
0

5
5

1 5
1 4

11
10

1
3

Tampa
Fl. Tech
St. Leo
Rollins
Eckerd

Wednesday, October 19

St. Leo 3, UNF 1
Friday, October 21

Kills
Player

GP Att K

Wendy Balut
Janice Turner
Kelly Bradley
Missy Erixson
Melissa Flynn

62
71
53
72
62

GP A

Avg.

Wendy Balut
Missy Graf
Missy Erixon
Janice Turner
Kelly Bradley

62
72
72
71
53

0.48
0.43
0.39
0.28
0.26

Missy Erixon
Missy Graf
Kelly Bradley
Melissa Flynn
Janice Turner

UNF—Dunn (A.J. Romano), 10:04
UNF—A.J. Romano (Dunn), 43:35
JU—Clayman (Santiago), 74:20

JU—UNF own goal, 85:22
UNF—A.J. Romano (Dunn), 128:06
Shots—JU 23, UNF 14. Goalie Saves—JU
(Smith) 6, UNF (Hardin) 13. Fouls--JU 27,
UNF 10. Corner kicks—JU 6, UNF 5. Yellow
cards—JU none, UNF 2 (Neilsen, Silva).
A—400.
Sunday, October 23

312 5.03
195 2.74
112 2.11
93 1.29
76 1.22

Service Aces
Player

Assists
Player

UNF 3, Jacksonville 2,2OT
JU
0 2 0 0— 2
UNF
2 0 0 1—3

806
626
357
295
279

K/Gm

GP

72
72
53
62
71

30
31
28
20
14

A

Avg.

383
296
14
13
11

5.31
4.11
0.26
0.21
0.16

Digs
Player

GP

D

D/Gm

Wendy Balut
Missy Graf
Janice Turner
Kelly Bradley
Missy Erixon

62
72
71
53
72

231
238
215
151
174

3.72
3.30
3.02
2.85
2.41

UNF 4, Augusta College 2
AC
0 2—2
UNF
3 1-4

Cross Country

UNF—Stouffer (Dunn), 19:25
UNF—A.J. Romano, 27:43
UNF—Silva (Dunn), 28:34

Results from the 1994 Sunshine State
Conference Championship, held Saturday,
October 29, at UNF:

Sunshine State Conference
Championship Meet

AC—McGuire (Moreland), 69:45
AC—Bean (Moreland, Bell), 84:43
UNF—DiConti (Dunn), 85:05
Shots—AC 10, UNF 21. Goalie Saves—AC
(Colett) 10, UNF (Hardin) 7. Fouls—AC 6,
UNF 12. Corner kicks—AC 4, UNF 6. Yellow
cards—AC none, UNF 2 (Romano, DiConti).
A—120.
Wednesday, October 26

UNF 1, Florida Southern 0
FSC
0 0— 0
UNF
1
0—1
UNF—Silva (Dunn), 16:25.
Shots—FSC 10, UNF 22. Goalie Saves—
FSC (Candes) 15, UNF (Hardin) 7. Fouls—
FSC 6, UNF 3. Corner kicks—FSC 5, UNF 5.
Yellowcards—FSC none, UNF 1 (Lawrence).
A—120.

UNF Soccer Leaders
Scoring

GP G

A

Rs

Chris Dunn
A.J. Romano
Nate Silva
Kaspar Neilsen
Rodney DiConti

16 10
117
16 6
16 6
15 3

19
5
6
1
2

39
19
18
13
8

Volleyball
Conference
W
L Pct.

Barry 9
Fla. So. 10
Tampa 8

Overall
W L
Pct.

0 1.000
1 .909
3 .727

21 3
18 6
24 7
13 9

UNF

5

4 .556

Rollins
Fl. Tech
St. Leo
Eckerd

4
4
1
0

6
7
11
9

.400
.364
.084
.000

12
12
16
3

12
18
16
19

.875
.750
.774
.591

.500
.400
.500
.136

Saturday, October 22

Florida Southern 3, UNF 0 (16-14,15-3,15
9)
Wednesday, October 26

Rollins 3, UNF 0 (15-9,15-7,15-10)

UNF Volleyball Leaders
Through Wednesday, October 26
Minimum 50 games played

1, UNF, 18.2, Tampa (UT), 57. 3,
Florida Tech (FIT), 96. 4, Eckerd (EC), 121.
5, Rollins (RC), 123. 6, Florida Southern
(FSC), 147.
Individual— 1 (tie), Billy Scherer, UNF, and
Travis John, UNF, 35:10.3, Jeff Sargent, UT,
35:34. 4. Stephen Dewing, UNF, 37:19. 5,
Chris Hagist, UNF, 37:34.
Other UNF runners: 6, Brandon Beck, 37:42.
9, Bill Dorrian, 37:57.10, Matt Carter, 38:17.

Tuesday, November 15

REMAINING SCHEDULE
Sunday, November 6

BSU vs. Snarlin’ Dingos, 6:30 p.m.
Bushwhackers vs. EX Gray, 7:30 p.m.
Rookies vs. Scrubs, 8:30 p.m.

15.2, EC, 93.3, FSC, 96.
4, UT, 105. 5, FIT, 117. 6, RC, 134.
Individual—1, Kim Pawelek, UNF, 18:14.2,
Leanne Moore, UNF, 18:49.3, Aimee Kagel,
UNF, 18:58. 4, Tina Nelson, UNF, 19:05. 5,
Jennifer Adamski, UNF, 19:19.
Other UNFrunners: 6, Amanda Burt, 19:45.
8, Kim Hackett, 20:13. 10, Katy Gostage,
20:42.

ПKФ Blue 20, Dogg Pound 20, tie

Dogg Pound vs. AXA Green, 2 p.m.
ПKФ Raiders vs. AXA Green, 4 p.m.

Wednesday, November 16

Wednesday, November 9

Scrubs vs. Bushwhackers, 6:30 p.m.
EX Gray vs. BSU, 7:30 p.m.
Snarlin’ Dingos vs. Argonauts, 8:30 p.m.

AXA Green vs. EX Blue, 9:30 p.m.

END REGULAR SEASON

Sunday, November 13

AXA Green vs. ПKФ Blue, 2 p.m.
EX Blue vs. Dogg Pound, 4 p.m.
END REGULAR SEASON

Gray 2

W

L

T

Big Dogs
AXA Rebels
ПKФWhite
Ospreniacs
Renegades
Bulldogs

2
1
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
1
1
2

0
0
0
0
0
0

Blue 2

W

L

T

Sugar Hill Gang
ПKФ Gold
Villains
Richards
AXA Gold

2
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
1
1

0
0
0
0
0

Sunday, October 23

Sunday, October 23

Big Dogs 6, Renegades 0
ПKФ White 14, Bulldogs 2
Big Dogs 26, Bulldogs 0
AXA Rebels 13, Ospreniacs 12

Sugar Hill Gang 44, AXA Gold 0
Sugar Hill Gang by forfeit over Richards
REMAINING SCHEDULE
Wednesday, November 2

Richards vs. AXA Gold, 9:30 p.m.
Sunday, November 6
Sugar Hill Gang vs. ПKФ Gold, 8 p.m.
ПKФ Gold vs. Villains, 9 p.m.

REMAINING SCHEDULE
Sunday, November 6

Big Dogs vs. Ospreniacs, 1 p.m.
Ospreniacs vs. Renegades, 5 p.m.
AXA Rebels vs. Bulldogs, 6 p.m.

Sunday, November 13

AXA Gold vs. ПKФ Gold, 3 p.m.
Sugar Hill Gang vs. Villains, 6 p.m.

Sunday, November 13

Big Dogs vs. AXA Rebels, 5 p.m.
ПKФ White vs. Ospreniacs, 7 p.m.
Renegades vs. Bulldogs, 8 p.m.
ПKФ White vs. Renegades, 9 p.m.
END REGULAR SEASON

L

Blue 1

W

ПKФ Raiders
Dogg Pound
ПKФ Blue
AXA Green
EX Blue

10 0
0
0 1
0
1 1
0
0 0
0
0 0

T

Women

W

L

T

FSA Lady Aces
Hornets
Stars
ZTA

10
0 0
0 0
0
1

0
0
0
0

Sunday, October 23

FSA Lady Aces 13, ZTA 0
REMAINING GAMES
Sunday, November 6

Wednesday, October 19

ZTA vs. Hornets, 3 p.m.
FSA Lady Aces vs. Stars, 7 p.m.

ПKФ Raiders 27, ПKФ Blue 0

Remainder of schedule TBA

HELP WANTED

Women
Team — 1, UNF,

Flag Football Standings
Through Thursday, October 27
Gray 1
W L

Heath Hardin 16 1 93 1 00 28 1.82
Dylan Matera 1 9 2 4 13.8

Team

Men
Team —

Sunday, October 23

Earn money
AND EXPERIENCE
THE SPINNAKER IS NOW ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS FOR THE POSITION OF

Intramurals

GP SG Sv GA Avg

Goalies

1994

Snarlin’ Dingosvs. Bushwhackers, 7:30 p.m.
Argonauts vs. BSU, 8:30 p.m.

Argonauts
Bushwhackers
BSU
Rookies
Snarlin’ Dingos
EXGray
Scrubs

2
1
1
1
0
0
0

0
0
1
1
0
1
2

T

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

PHOTOGRAPHY EDITOR
APPLICANTS FOR THE POSITION SHOULD HAVE THEIR
OWN EQUIPMENT ANDTRANSPORTATION, DARKROOM
SKILLS AND EXPERIENCE, A PORTFOLIO OF PAST
WORK, KNOWLEDGE OF THE JACKSONVILLE AREA,
AND TIME TO SPEND NEAR & ON CAMPUS SHOOTING
ASSIGNMENTS FOR THE SPINNAKER.

Wednesday, October 19

Argonauts 36, Scrubs 0
Thursday, October 20
Rookies 22, BSU 0
Wednesday, October 26

BSU 6, Scrubs 0
Bushwhackers 13, Rookies 7
Argonauts 42, ЕX Gray 0
REMAINING SCHEDULE
Tuesday, November 1

Rookies vs. Snarlin’ Dingos, 6:30 p.m.
Scrubs vs. EX Gray, 7:30 p.m.
Bushwhackers vs. Argonauts, 8:30 p.m.

PRIOR EXPERIENCE. WITH THE PHOTO DEPARTMENT
OF EITHER ACOLLEGE OR HIGH SCHOOL NEWSPAPER,
IS PREFERRED BUT NOT NECESSARY.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, OR TO PICK UP
AN APPLICATION, STOP BY THE SPINNAKER
OFFICES AT BLDG. 14, ROOM 2607 (IN THE
CLUB COMMONS) OR CALL 646-2727.

Wednesday, November 2

Snarlin’ Dingos vs. Scrubs, 6:30 p.m.
BSU vs. Bushwhackers, 7:30 p.m.
Argonauts vs. Rookies, 8:30 p.m.
Wednesday, November 9

EX Gray vs. Rookies, 6:30 p.m.

This

is a paid position, both in money

AND IN EXPERIENCETO SHOW PROSPECTIVE
EMPLOYERS AFTER GRADUATION

University of North Florida, Jacksonville, Florida

the
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Spinnaker Sports
by Robert Russo
and Kris Williams

Volleyball
7:30 p.m.

Eckerd College

South Region Classic @ UNF Arena
11/4
Pembroke
Noon
11/4
Barry University
7:30 pm
11/5
Jacksonville (Ala.) St.
11 a.m.
11/5
S.C.-Spartanburg
4 p.m.

11/12 Tampa

7:30 p.m.

END REGULAR SEASON
All home matches played at the UNF Arena

Soccer
11/2

UNF hosts 12 volleyball teams..page 9
Flag football standings........................ page 11

Ospreys net Dolphins in 2 OTs

Osprey sports
this week
11/3

Inside ...

@ Life College (Marietta, Ga.)

END REGULAR SEASON

Cross Country
11/5
NCAA Regional
Spartanburg, S.C.
11/19 NCAA National Championship
Kearney, Neb.
Golf
11/7-8 Rollins College Invitational
Oviedo

Men’s Basketball
11/25 Sea Turtle Classic @ UNF Arena
11/26 Sea Turtle Classic @ UNF Arena

Women’s Basketball
11/26 Armstrong State

2 p.m.

All home games played at the UNF Arena

Ospreys go on three-match winning streak

Sports writers

by Robert Russo

The UNF
soccer team de
feated cross
town rival Jack
sonville University3-2 indouble
overtime Friday, October 21 in
one of the most exciting matches
of the 1994 season.
If not for the scoreboard sepa
rating the match into halves and
not games, anyone who came to
watch would have noticed four
different contests: The first half,
second half, the emotional first
overtime and the dramatic second
overtime.
Coach Ray Bunch called itone
of the most exciting games he had
ever seen.
Barely 10 minutes into the
match, junior Chris Dunn put the
Ospreys ahead 1-0. Sophomore
A.J. Romano helped with the as
sist. Just before the half ended, the
two swapped roles: Romano scored,
with Dunn on the assist.
Going into halftime, Bunch
became confident from both the
2-0 lead and the play of his team.
“We dominated them in the first
half,” Bunch said.
But as much as the first half
belonged to the Ospreys, the sec
ond was all JU. In the 75 th minute
of the match, Bobby Clayman put
JU on the board, assisted by
Michael Santiago.
After JU failed to capitalize on
a penalty kick, an Osprey own goal
tied the game at two goals each in
the 86th minute.

Sports writer
With the ghostly, adrenalineinfused roar of the epic battle
against Jacksonville University
still settling over the UNF soccer
field, the emotionally drained
Ospreys defeated Augusta Col
lege 4-2 Sunday, October 23.
“JU was still in our minds,"
said coach Ray Bunch. "Thisgame
was sort of anticlimactic, and you
have to expect that after a game
like we had the other night.”
At almost 20 minutes into
the match, junior Chris Stouffer,
with an assist by junior Chris
Dunn, put the Ospreys on the
score board. Sophomore A.J.
Romano’s unassisted goal at 27
minutes into the game made the
score 2-0. Two minutes later, se
nior Nate Silva’s goal, with an
other assist from Dunn, sent the
Ospreys into halftime with a 3-0
lead. With the help of junior
goalie Heath Hardin, UNF sat on
the lead the rest of the game.
In the second half, the Jaguars

Neither team scored in the first
extra period as pressure began
building into an emotional roller
coaster that put a hair-standing
tenseness into every shot.
The ending could have come
from a Hollywood script. Assis
tant coach Mark Cagnassola said
at the end of the first overtime,
Romano came to him with a pre
diction. “A.J. came up to me and
said, ‘I’m gonna win this thing,'”
Cagnassola said.

cut the deficit to 3-2 as Neil
McGuire and Michael Bean
added goals, with assists by Kevin
Moreland and Dolphus Bell.
With five minutes left, junior
Rodney Diconti sealed the win
for the Ospreys with a shot in the
back of the net. Dunn added his
third assist of the day.
In the Sunshine State Con
ference, the Ospreys split two
games. With perhaps the upcom
ing game against JU on their
minds, the Ospreys lost 3-4 toSt.
Leo College Wednesday, Octo
ber 19. Romano had the lone
UNF goal and Dunn the assist.
Dunn leads the conference in
that category.
The Ospreys squeaked out a
1-0 victory over Florida South
ern Wednesday, October 29. In
the 17th minute, Silva scored
the game’s only goal. Dunn
chipped in another assist. Bunch
said with injuries andplayers play
ing out of their normal positions,
the game was a lot closer than it
should have been.
With two minutes remaining
in the match, Romano’s second
goal of the night knifed the hearts
of the Dolphins and their stunned
fans. Once again Dunn helped with
the assist.
“I am very, very proud of the
team,” Bunch said. “When you get
down to overtime, it comes down
to who has the most desire and
today we had it.”
The Ospreys evened the series
rivalry at 2-2.

Sports editor ponders pro salary caps, local UNF coverage
It’s nice to see somebody in professional
sports acting with a little bit of common
sense and maturity in a labor dispute.
The NBA and its players’ association
announcedThursday, October 27, that they
will play a full schedule after coming to a nostrike, no-lockout agreement.
Like every other major sport, the NBA
and its players are having a dispute over
salary caps. The league instituted its cap in
1983 with the consent of the players to
prevent several franchises from going bank
rupt. It now wants to close some loopholes
in the cap, while the NBA Players Associa
tion thinks the time for salary caps has
passed.
Major League Baseball and theNational
Hockey League are embroiled with their
players over that an issue. One of them has
a case, although not for the same reasons as
the NBA did.
The NBA in the early 1980s was not the
global juggernaut it is now. Bad business
decisions hadn’t hurt the league, with the
glaring exception of Ted Stepien in Cleve
land. The public had not really discovered
the NBA: CBS did not consider it a major
broadcast property, and its cable deal was a

one-night a week thing with USA network. with minuscule audience. Baseball, of course
America was just catching on to how excit is the vaunted national pastime, and while
ing professional basketball can be.
hockey interest in this country is not ap
However, I don’tbelieve that theNBA’s proaching Canadian proportions, it is boom
“soft” salary cap is a problem. It allows for ing. However, both are in financial diffi
player movement (as well as giving clubs culty, due primarily to the stupidity of the
the opportunity to keep their ownfree agents people running the sports. Whether it’s due
at any cost), and to
to salary balloons
be quite frank, the
(baseball’s infamous
GrafSteinbrenner) or
players who would
get huge deals from
stupid business deals
their clubs without
(the NHL’s im
the cap are getting
mensely stupid 1988
TV deal with
$10 million a year
from their shoe com
audienceless
by Tom Kopacz
panies.
SportsChannel
However, the
America, forsaking
league clearly needs
ESPN), the powersa rookie salary cap. There is no way in hell that-be in those sports have only them
that the Milwaukee Bucks should pay num selves to blame.
ber one draft pick Glenn Robinson $100
The NFL has proven conclusively that
million until he’s proven he’s worth it for the hard cap — the same system demanded
four or five seasons. Furthermore, he needs by baseball and hockey management —
to realize he’s not going to get it, whether it’s makes it too difficult to build a winner on
with a rookie cap or a baseball bat to rhe the field. The NBA has proven conclu
sively that the soft cap works. I’ll say it once
face.
While franchises in the NHL and MLB more, with feeling: The owners should go
are in financial difficulty, it has little to do back to business school.

The
Sports
Column

• • •
“It’s the same old song and dance, my
friend:” Great coverage by The Florida Times
Union of our soccer game with JU, eh? We
got all three TV stations, but the T-U didn’t
even print a box score. I find myself agreeing
with the Beach Bull's motto for its T-U
parody, the Times-Onion: “We stink and
we’re all you’ve got.”

• • •
FEARLESS FOOTBALL FORE
CAST (Last issue: 10 wins, 6 interesting
choices; Season: 49-27, .644 winning per*
centage): Florida State over Georgia Tech
by 49, Florida over Southern Mississippi by
31, Syracuse over Miami by 4 in Upset
Special, UCF and Georgia over Open Date,
Southern over Florida A&M by 10, Furman
over Georgia Southern by 5, Penn State
over Indiana by 21, Colorado over Okie
State by 20, Alcorn State over Mississippi
Valley State by 6, Ohio State over Wiscon*
sin by 7, Texas over Texas A&M by 6,
Dolphins over Indy Dolts by 17, Opponent
over Tampa Bay Yucks by 134, Chargers
over Falcons by 14, Vikings over Ain’ts by
10, Cowboys over East Rutherford (N.J.)
NFC Team by 10.

